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Dugopolskiâ€™s College Algebra and Trigonometry: A Unit Circle Approach, Fifth Edition gives

students the essential strategies to help them develop the comprehension and confidence they

need to be successful in this course. Students will find enoughcarefully placed learning aids and

review tools to help them do the math without getting distracted from their objectives. Regardless of

their goals beyond the course, all students will benefit from Dugopolskiâ€™s emphasis on problem

solving and critical thinking, which is enhanced by the addition of nearly 1,000 exercises in this

edition.
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Few college math books are worth keeping, in my opinion, this one is. The book is well laid out. I

haven't found any serious typos or errors. As a cyclist, I particularly like this book for the multiple

example problems regarding bicycle gearing and wheel size; it's amusing to note that Sheldon

Brown's internet reputation has even found its way into a math textbook.

I really like the prerequisites sections because it reviews important intermediate algebra that you'll

use in pre-calc. It's nice to flip to each section to get a quick reminder of the rules. I'm at the end of

chapter 3 now and so far I really like this book but the advanced language could be a little difficult at

times so there are some things that just go in one ear and out the other. In addition to this book I

also have the solutions manual and the dvd from the publishers website. I really like the dvd since



the things I sort of understand after reading the book is clarified after watching the section on the

dvd. I wish every math book had a dvd to compliment the material. As for the solutions manual,

sometimes it skips algebra assuming you already know how it's solved which is fine but sometimes

it's a tricky problem so it would be useful to see the mid-steps as well.All in all it's a great book. I'd

recommend buying the book early to review the prerequisite sections before your school semester

starts.

second career as math teacher and needed a great review book. this is it, not disappointing at all. I

purchased the binder copy and am happy with it. the page media is quite thin but the printing is very

good.

Buy this in hardcover and it's a really effective book. I have it for intro to college algebra and have

had a great experience.

Great deal, Great price! Book was brand new or at least appeared to be. No torn pages, no writing

or marks in the book and this purchase from  saved me over $100.00 of what I would have paid on

campus at the bookstore!!!
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